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Transforming Product Development in Hard Goods

PLM Drives Innovation and Product Development Transformation
by Traci Stapleton and Vipin Goyal

The hard goods industry is a rapidly changing,
fiercely competitive market. Companies must
launch winning products faster and cheaper
to drive growth and profits, but in a highly
complex product development environment.
There are many stories about successful product lifecycle
management (PLM) implementations for apparel,
footwear and clothing accessories manufacturers or
retailers. But what about hard goods? Can the makers
of furniture, tools, sporting goods and housewares
experience the same benefits by transforming
innovation and product development with PLM?
The hard goods industry faces similar pressures as
apparel and footwear industries when it comes to
development timelines, product details/data and
factory and materials compliance. But hard goods
developers are also challenged with the unique nature
and complexity of their product assortments, systemic
differences in the product development processes, and
more stringent regulatory compliance standards.

Apparel, footwear and other industries
have validated this many times over.
A similar business case drives the justification for
hard goods. Here are three big value drivers for
PLM that build upon the established value.

How can hard goods manufacturers or retailers build
on the PLM use cases from other industries, and what
unique value can a PLM transformation offer to them?

1. Single version of the truth: An enterprise PLM
solution allows product data to be managed from
the inception of the concept through finalization.
The power of this single version of truth is cross
functional collaboration around the development
of the product and its system record. This
increases efficiency, improves data accuracy, and
integrates various functions and team members
to work together toward a common goal.

Building on the PLM Value
Proposition from Apparel,
Footwear and Other Industries
Some of the business value for PLM comes from
the system, but even more comes from the larger
business transformation effort that also includes
product development process optimization.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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2. Reusability and scalability: Centralized product
The Unique PLM Value
data enables re-use as product developers build on
Opportunity for Hard Goods
or enhance previous design iterations. Managing
material and component libraries promotes the reWhile the hard goods product development
use of nominated materials across different product
process is somewhat similar to that of apparel, it
categories or brands (for example, Ripstop nylon has
has its own unique behavior and challenges.
potential end uses for sleeping
bags, outerwear and backpacks).
Product Development Process for Hard Goods
Leveraging material needs across
the business improves efficiency
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for development and testing
teams, and creates buying power
for supply chain and materials
planning.
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While material re-use is a consistent
value statement for apparel and
footwear, hard goods teams may
struggle to realize the value of this opportunity since
they commonly have sub-assembled components
and use a vendor-sourced model. Enterprise PLM
systems can manage various raw material types,
sub-assemblies and components in centralized
digital libraries, which helps hard goods product
design and development teams find opportunities
to re-use materials gain sourcing power. The
same holds true for re-using previously developed
product data to come up with new variants and
colorways in a much more efficient way.

The unique challenges of hard goods retailers
also lead to a unique value proposition for PLM.
They can use additional PLM functionality to
build even more value that’s specific to the way
they work. A few areas are highlighted here.
1. Reduced compliance risk: Ever increasing, and
frequently evolving national and international
government regulations around raw materials,
products and factories make it even more challenging
for hard hoods retailers and manufacturers to ensure
compliance throughout the development pipeline and
supply chain. To manage this risk, product data must
be robust. PLM ensures the organization of product
details and data, and makes the data traceable
across BOMs, products, assortments, seasons and
programs. Materials or components can be searched
on, to find where used to determine a mitigation
plan. If a new component has been identified to
replace one that is out of compliance, developers
can quickly ‘find and replace’ the old component
with the new. Factory audits for quality assurance
and social or environmental responsibility can also
be tied to product development in the PLM system.

3. Improved product data integrity: PLM’s enhanced
data and documentation ensures that the final
delivered product reflects the sample that was
designed and approved during the design and
development lifecycle. The hard goods development
process is unique in many ways. It generally
relies heavily on vendor and factory expertise for
the development and maintenance of product
specification and Bill of Materials (BOMs). When hard
goods product development and sourcing teams
struggle to access accurate product data records,
they will have issues related to product quality and
compliance for the final manufactured products.
PLM offers a high level of internal and external
collaboration, so the responsibility for detailed and
accurate product data storage and visibility is shared
between the cross functional teams and the vendors.
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Apparel, footwear and many other industries have
benefited from PLM for a long time, and now’s a
great time for hard goods companies to build on their
success, and benefit from the maturity of PLM tools that
can support the retail industry today and the future.
Whether PLM will be shared between hard goods and
other product categories at the same company, or used
exclusively for hard goods design and development,
the potential business value has never been greater.

2. Enhanced vendor collaboration: Due to the wide
variety of product and material types developed in
the hard goods industry, the manufacturing and
production expertise as well as the material or
component nomination are held by the vendor or
factory partner. In order to support and promote a
level of collaboration on the product specification,
PLM systems allow for effective vendor collaboration
with ability to view and update data directly in the
shared system. This eliminates requirement for
manual hand-offs and data transcription, and
ensures real time review and approval by all internal
and external stakeholders.

Business transformation through PLM increases
product documentation rigor, improves data integrity,
creates scalability for material and product design
and development, enhances cross functional and
vendor collaboration…. All paths to growth that
phone calls, email trails and shared drives can’t
support. The newest PLM technology also helps
prepare for the future of digitally connected products
and supply chains, which is not far away at all.

Effective and efficient ways of collaborating with
vendors within a PLM system can significantly improve
data accuracy, eliminate duplication of efforts, reduce
development cycle time and increase margins.
3. Alignment with packaging development: For
many hard goods product categories, packaging
is critical for product salability and safety. PLM can
integrate with packaging and artwork design and
workflow systems to kick-off the development of
the packaging concurrently with the development
of the product. This integrated process prevents
packaging from becoming an afterthought, and
reduces risk of delivery delays due to late packaging
approvals. Additionally, PLM can be used for
tracking key tasks along the product development
cycle, which includes packaging development
request, sample and approval tracking.
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The PLM Dilemma of Multi-Category
Retailers: One or Multiple Systems?
by Traci Stapleton and Vipin Goyal

Multi-category retailers design and develop a wide array
of product types – from home textiles, lawn tools,
wooden furniture and backpacks, to food products,
apparel and formulated products. Product lifecycle
management (PLM) processes and technology
offer improved collaboration, shorter design
cycles, improved data integrity and more, but
there are as many ways to apply PLM as there are
combinations of or types of products. With so
many possible variations, should multi-category
retailers align all product development teams
onto one platform, or use multiple systems?
The answer depends on a number of considerations around your product
segmentation and business model. It also depends on the maturity of
available PLM solutions in key product categories that are important for
your business. The first step in the process is to look for commonalities between
product development business processes, and then assess
the available solutions.

Build a Vision Before Picking a Solution

1. Align on milestones - Define the common
language for talking about, tracking and
managing the development of the line or
assortment. Target dates may vary due to the
different lead times required for the development
or production of each of the products.

Cross-category retailers should first strive to
harmonize business process around product
development, aligning on high level milestones
that move each product from concept to sample
iteration and product line reviews to approval.

2. Identify requirements - Understand the needs of
each business in terms of activities and tasks. Know
what is included in a product specification for each
of the different products: Packaging? Measurements?
Images? Test reports? Information for customs?

Since every product category is different, the
objective of this exercise should be to:
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3. Look for opportunities to collaborate - Are there
common tasks that could be centralized to a shared
function or role to collaborate with each team?
Does one category offer a perspective or way of
working that could be advantageous to another?

∙∙ With commoditized product offerings, complete
design and development of the product is
outsourced, only customizing requirements
around brand imagery or packaging.
It is important to note here that different product
categories may need to organize their work differently
to complete their product specification. So while apparel
will require detailed measurement sheet, grading,
and fit sample functionality, most of the hard goods
categories will require significant regulatory testing
and documentation or functional/performance testing
that may not be required of the apparel categories.

Once these questions are answered for all
categories, apply the information and learning
to create a vision for the ideal future state.
With this vision established, proceed with a solution
assessment to determine a feasible fit for all product
categories. Can a single solution support the
requirements for all categories? Is a unique system
required to support the requirements for each product
category? While benefits are gained from single PLM
solution, it’s not possible for every combination, like
when food or formulated products are involved. The
development of food or formulated products often have
different enough requirements from apparel or hard lines
to justify not aligning on a common platform even when
a common development process might be established.

In this scenario, the cross-functional teams representing
various hard goods and softlines product categories
defined a future state process that supported all
tasks required for the development of their products
and specification. Due to the wide variety of product
categories, not all tasks are relevant to all teams,
but all tasks are accounted for in the future state.
Throughout the harmonization process, the teams can
learn from each other and implement leading practices
as they make decisions on how to move forward.

An Example: Hard Goods and Soft
Goods Under One Umbrella

A common PLM platform can be rolled out for all
product categories - configured around the decisions
made throughout the process design work. As they
move forward, representatives from different product
categories continue their cadence to collaborate
as they work through development seasons and
get smarter around the entire solution design.

Let’s take a business scenario involving process
harmonization and PLM implementation for a multicategory retailer with really diverse product categories
from apparel and accessories, footwear
and performance gear to home
goods and sporting goods.

The Benefits of Single System

Key considerations for this
business scenario are:

A single enterprise PLM solution streamlines
knowledge across categories and business
units, allowing retailers to centralize shared
services, consolidate material usage for sourcing
leverage, and curate cohesive collections
of products. It also unleashes powerful
dashboards and reports that allow the retailer
to see the status of a line in one system.

∙∙ A number of process
variances exist, from
the initiation of a
product concept to
the allocation of roles
and responsibilities
∙∙ The degree of vendor
collaboration varies
significantly in the product
design and development process

By using PLM as a single source of truth across
all product categories and business units, multicategory retailers can streamline product development
processes and pathways, gain clarity around the
development roles for each product, and enable
opportunities to centralize shared services.

∙∙ The apparel and footwear business teams own design
and development from concept, imagery and BOM
all the way to full product specification development
and approvals, while the hard goods team relies more
heavily on vendor expertise and recommendations
for manufacturing process and specification details
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The careful analysis of business processes required
can seem daunting, but the investment is worth it.
While there may be activities across all of the product
categories that exist for some or don’t exist for others,
and while there may be different roles that exist across
the different categories, retailers can streamline common
processes across the business and successfully roll them
into a shared solution supported by a single PLM system.
When proper alignment and harmonization techniques
are used to help choose the most appropriate PLM
solution, a common solution really can support product
development requirements across apparel, footwear and
hard goods development teams. And during the process
of defining the enterprise wide PLM vision and solution,
both teams can learn from one another and even
optimize their ways of working towards the greater good.

With one system to license, maintain, and support,
retailers will save money on the initial implementation
and on-going costs. Plus, it is easier for one system
to integrate with enterprise systems such as ERP.

Start on the Right Foot for
Your PLM Journey
For multi-category retailers, it can sometimes feel that
categories are more different than alike. And since
every business is different, every solution is different.
There’s no one-size-fits-all answer. But the goal is the
same – higher productivity, aggregation of materials
and components, reusability of product data, improved
margins, reduced cycle time and more efficient vendor
collaboration – across the entire organization.

Tactical First Steps:
∙∙ Perform an assessment to benchmark
yourself against industry standards
∙∙ Prioritize the requirements that are
most important for your business
∙∙ Develop a PLM roadmap
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Leading Practices that Accelerate PLM
Benefits & ROI in Hard Goods
by Vipin Goyal and Traci Stapleton

With diverse product categories, endlessly changing consumer preferences, fastmoving seasonal trends and constant innovation, companies that develop hard
goods often struggle to launch winning products. Along with this complexity,
companies must compete around price, quality and consumer experience. Product
lifecycle management (PLM) can help support and transform product development
for hard goods companies and multi-category retailers, helping with:
To answer these questions, and ultimately achieve
faster time to value with PLM, retailers should
reference leading practices around industry business
processes and implementation approach.

∙∙ Faster development cycle and time to market
∙∙ Enhanced collaboration with vendors,
suppliers and customers
∙∙ Improved product quality
∙∙ Reduced product cost

Leading Industry Practices

∙∙ Improved design productivity

PLM implementation timelines typically range
from nine months to a few years. It’s a substantial
investment of time to complete project planning,
requirements gathering, process and application design
workshops, testing, training and rollout to different
business groups regionally and globally. However,
leveraging leading industry processes can accelerate
the PLM journey and reduce the time it takes to
realize benefits in as little as four to five months.

∙∙ Improved data access and accuracy
But for many hard goods companies in the early
stages of exploring PLM, the time and effort required
to implement is daunting, and more questions come
to mind than answers. Companies often wonder:
∙∙ “Where do I start my PLM journey?”
∙∙ “How long will it take before I see results?”
∙∙ “How have others done it?”

Foundational PLM Capabilities

∙∙ “How different are we from everyone else?”

The first step is to quickly establish a solid PLM
foundation. Companies need a robust platform
that supports leading industry practices around
business processes and master data management
covering the foundational PLM capabilities:

∙∙ “What about change impact on my people?”
∙∙ “We work very closely with our vendors
- how will that work in PLM?”
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The above set of PLM capabilities will result in
immediate benefits, including improved data integrity,
support for a single version of the truth, elimination
of duplication of data, better role clarity, and higher
visibility to track end to end product development.
It is also very important in the hard goods industry
to be able to support foundational PLM capabilities
for both in-house development and vendor-driven
development paths. Factory compliance and audit
capabilities further support the very tight vendor
collaboration and partnership needs in this industry.
The key to getting these foundational capabilities in
place and achieving value quickly, is to avoid starting
the PLM journey from scratch by leveraging business
processes and functional requirements based on
industry leading practices for product planning,
design, development and sourcing processes.
For example, when planning a line assortment, the
design or product development role should not be acting
in a silo. The line plan should be a collaborative effort
between the design, product development and merchant
teams to define the product placeholders that will be
built out for the season. The requirements – including
aesthetic or trend direction, functional or performance
characteristics, target retail prices and others – should
be determined at the launch of the season. With crossfunctional areas aligned, each role proceeds down
the development path, reconciling their efforts at key
milestones along the way to get to line finalization.

Leading Implementation Practices
One important point to consider is that PLM is
not ERP when it comes to implementation and
the corresponding business transformation. The
differences between ERP and PLM are significant.
Treating implementations the same way will slow
the PLM journey, marginalize its potential and limit
its ability to achieve the initial strategic objectives.
Companies need to understand leading
implementation practices in three areas:

1. PLM Tool Knowledge: Consider using an
experienced team who knows the PLM technology
and has implemented the system across hard goods
as well as other product categories. This will greatly
reduce the time needed to invest in designing and
configuring the solution.
When implementing PLM for the first time, learn as
much as possible from those that have previously
implemented – whether similar or different
product types. Take the best and leave the rest.
2. Business/User Engagement and Collaboration:
Be sure that the project team is equipped to
engage the business users, so that the business
contribution is relevant and valuable and that their
time is utilized efficiently. There are decisions to make
around process and system design (even for light
configurations) that can be anticipated and tested
out in prototype form before decisions must be
finalized. With good planning, tools and templates,
the project team can help the business team
understand the context, benefits and risks associated
with each decision prior to determining their path.
3. Data Migration Experience: Use tried-andtrue tools for data migration or conversion to
reduce risk of error and increase data migration
speed. These tools can take existing structured
and unstructured data, and make the data
meaningful in the new PLM system.
The hard goods industry is a rapidly changing, fiercely
competitive market. PLM can be transformational for hard
goods companies, and those that accelerate their PLM
implementations typically see the following benefits:
∙∙ Reduced implementation cost and risk
∙∙ Faster time to deploy with “production-ready”
software system, pre-defined security model
∙∙ Minimized configuration effort
∙∙ Pre-defined, reusable attributes and workflows
∙∙ Pre-developed utilities to enhance user experience
∙∙ Improved user adoption leveraging out-ofthe-box and pre-configured capabilities
∙∙ Faster realization of business
objectives, benefits and ROI
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Learn More about Accel
for Hard Goods
Accel for Hard Goods is a pre-configured PLM
solution, developed by Kalypso, designed for rapid
implementation, enabling organizations to deploy
foundational PLM capabilities as quickly as four months.
The goal is to reduce the complexity, time and effort
to roll out the PLM solution so that you realize the
returns on your investment much faster than otherwise
possible. Click here to learn how companies can quickly
and cost-effectively realize the benefits of PLM.
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Top Six Things Every Retail Executive Needs
to Know About PLM Transformation
by Vipin Goyal and Steve Riordan

It’s no secret that the retail market for product lifecycle management (PLM) software
is growing rapidly. When used appropriately, PLM processes and software can help
retail, footwear and apparel (RFA) organizations generate better ideas, manage product
pipelines, design more efficiently, and collaborate across functional, organizational and
geographical boundaries. However, retailers often embark on transformative PLM journeys
without a coordinated, cross-functional plan of action. This can lead to conflict, confusion,
disappointing return on investment, and failure to achieve strategic business and IT goals.

PLM Transformation is Strategic

There are six fundamental things every RFA executive
needs to understand about PLM transformations. By
paying attention to all six of these considerations,
retailers are much more likely to maximize the
value of their PLM transformation investments.

Most RFA companies have corporate level strategic goals
to grow revenue through the continuous development
of new and innovative products. Developing more
robust product development processes and supporting
them with PLM is a critical component for achieving
these goals. Unfortunately, the highly creative nature of
the industry means that most companies lack efficient
product development business processes and even
the proper organizational structure required to do
this correctly. Very high SKU counts, rapidly changing
customer demands and trends, and global collaboration
requirements can make advanced processes and systems
seem like a barrier instead of an enabler. When treated
as a strategic enabler, PLM will help transform people,
process and technology to help the organization
achieve goals for innovation-driven revenue growth.

1. PLM transformation is strategic
2. PLM is evolving rapidly
3. PLM vendors are very different
4. PLM business cases are multi-dimensional
5. PLM is not ERP
6. PLM is more than an implementation
In this article, we’ll outline the basics for each of
these six concepts. In future follow on articles,
we’ll add more detail and pragmatic suggestions
for applying them to your unique needs.
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PLM is Evolving Rapidly
PLM implementation levels in RFA are rapidly
catching up to earlier adopters in the aerospace,
automotive and industrial industries. Within RFA,
apparel manufacturers and retailers embraced PLM
first, helping to drive the growth that brings us to
today, when these solutions are adopted across most
fashion goods and hard goods categories. Interestingly,
companies with more years of PLM experience under
their belts - like vertically integrated fashion retailers,
manufacturers and wholesalers - tend to have a
relatively higher percentage of private label revenues.
PLM functionality for retail has evolved rapidly from
early solutions that focused on product design and
data management. Today’s solutions support many
more processes, including advanced sourcing and
costing, and integrate with the end-to-end supply
chain. As PLM software solutions mature in their
ability to serve the RFA industry, the associated
business and IT benefits are also increasing.
All of this growth and maturity is wonderful,
but it does pose a challenge to RFA executives
who must now choose between growing
numbers of highly capable PLM options.

PLM Vendors are Very Different
Leading vendors of PLM solutions for RFA have evolved
from very different places. Some were already established
in non-retail industries and expanded their solution
offerings to RFA; some were ERP software vendors who
saw the opportunity and market demand to expand in
PLM; some were developed from the start to address
specific product design and development needs for RFA;
and some started with a focus on advanced souring,
collaboration and vendor management and then
expanded into the early product design and development
areas to provide a comprehensive PLM solution.

PLM Business Cases are
Multi-Dimensional
Building the business case for PLM is a critical step
and a huge challenge. While productivity gains are
predictable, PLM implementations rarely lead to
significant headcount reduction. PLM drives a lot of
intangible benefits which help a company achieve its
strategic business and growth goals. Reduction in product
costs and material cost savings due to consolidation
is perhaps the most tangible quantitative impact.
PLM often drives improvements to gross margins,
reduced cycle times, increased efficiency, and higher
product quality. However, the credit for these gains
must often be shared with other initiatives and
other parts of overall supply chain. Strategically, PLM
enables scalability to achieve growth objectives.
Because of these challenges, PLM benefits should be
measured across strategic, operational and financial
dimensions when building the business case.

PLM is not ERP
Relative to ERP, PLM is much less transactional and
much more iterative and revision-oriented. Because PLM
is often the first software technology used during the
product design and development lifecycle, it impacts
many downstream applications that address integrated
product and supplier data records, and many upstream
applications that address merchandise line and assortment
planning. Due to the highly creative and interdependent
nature of functional and cross-functional teams in RFA
companies, refining product development processes and
enabling them with technology is much more involved
than an ERP-type implementation of back-office or
transactional systems. Unlike ERP, PLM directly supports
high level strategic goals, so treating these projects like
an ERP implementation will marginalize their potential
and ultimately fail to improve process efficiencies.

To find the best vendor for your needs, you should
understand their history, as well as their capital structures
and industry expertise. It is almost as much art as it is
science to select the right PLM vendor for your company.
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PLM is More Than an Implementation
PLM affects many departments and requires a crossfunctional team to work together and make decisions.
However, end users tend to be much less oriented
to the process, structure, roles and linear decisions
required for a successful PLM program. As a result, PLM
implementations typically require a significant amount
of change management and process design work. Data
migration can be another big challenge as the product,
material, color, BOM and other data often resides in many
locations (including emails), may be in multiple formats
with varying levels of quality. All these factors mean that
PLM cannot really be treated like an implementation; it
should be treated as a strategic transformation and a
journey that will help achieve business growth goals.
RFA companies recognize the need to leverage
more advanced PLM tools in the coming years in
order to remain competitive. With the accelerated
pace of PLM adoption and maturity, executives
should think strategically about PLM by considering
these six concepts. Stay tuned for future articles
that will provide more detail on each one, and
prepare for your PLM transformation journey.
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Transform Product Development with PLM
Hard goods companies can significantly
transform end-to-end product
development processes with PLM.
Regardless of where you are in your PLM
journey, we can help you quickly realize the
benefits and accelerate return on investment.
Learn more at
kalypso.com/accelhardgoodsptc
or contact:

Vipin Goyal
+1-617-633-9079
vipin.goyal@kalypso.com

Niels Ebbing
+31 6 52 04 87 04
niels.ebbing@kalypso.com

Greg Adkins
+1-214-673-4329
greg.adkins@kalypso.com

